
The Hidden Symbolism of the Great Seal
of the United States

The Great Seal was designed by Charles Thomson and William Barton and adopted
by Congress on June 28, 1782. It is written in the language of cabalah which
is also spelled kabbalah. Kabbalah is a set of esoteric teachings. The word
“esoteric” means, “intended for or likely to be understood by only a small
number of people with a specialized knowledge or interest.”

The eagle was identified with the Babylonian sky-god Annu. When Annu entered
sacred Roman iconography as Jupiter, the eagle was still his mascot. For the
more than two thousand years since the death of Rome’s first emperor, Julius
Caesar, Jupiter’s eagle has signified Rome’s imperial power – “imperial”
meaning the right of the Caesars to make laws and enforce them.

The brilliant cloud hovering over the eagle’s head in the Great Seal is the
aegis. The aegis is a goatskin. When Jupiter was a baby he was nursed by a
she-goat named Amaltheia. (The priestly artists often portrayed the adult
Jupiter as a satyr, having a man’s body with the horns, hair, and legs of a
goat.) When Amaltheia died, Jupiter made the aegis out of her hide.

The aegis of the Great Seal glorifies thirteen five-pointed stars, or
pentagrams. Each pentagram represents an original State. In gnostic
symbology, the pentagram is identified with Jupiter’s wife, Venus. A
dedicated observer, from a fixed location over an eight-year period, will
discern that the planet Venus travels a unique celestial pathway that exactly
describes a pentagram. It takes exactly 8 years and one day. Only Venus
possesses the five-pointed star sign. Not one of the innumerable stars above
us can recreate this by its own orbit.
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The Babylonians were well aware of the five-pointed star that that Venus
traced in the sky, and so the pentagram was associated with the mother
goddess. In the Old Testament book of Jeremiah the Babylonian mother goddess
is called the “Queen of Heaven“. The words Queen of Heaven appear exactly
five times in the book of Jeremiah and nowhere else in the entire Bible! I do
not believe this is a coincidence. The Romans adopted the Babylonian Queen of
Heaven as Mary the mother of Jesus. This is the reason why the Roman Catholic
Church worships Mary as a goddess!

The words of the banner in the mouth of the eagle, “E PLURIBUS UNUM.” mean,
“of many, one.” This is based on the Gnostic fable of Bacchus being killed by
the Titans who boil him and scatter the remains of this body which become the
four elements of matter. One of Bacchus’s sisters, the virgin Minerva,
rescues Bacchus’ sacred heart from the four elements and places it before
Jupiter in Heaven. Jupiter hurls thunderbolts at his son’s murderers and
reduces the Titans to ashes. The rains further reduce the ashes, mingling
with the four elements, to slime. From this evil slime Jupiter forms mankind,
a “Titanic embodiment” from which the “Bacchic idea,” or rational soul, must
be released. The Bacchic idea is released by evil slime’s sexual energy,
especially when facilitated by alcoholic drink – hence Bacchus is associated
with grapevines, wild dancing, phallic symbols, and fornication. Roman also
adopted the “sacred heart” concept form the story and turned it into the
Sacred Heart of Jesus! But does the Bible teach that? The words “sacred
heart” are not found in the Holy Scriptures.

The 13 stripes on the shield came from the inspiration of the flag of the
East India Company — the private flag of an international mercantile
corporation controlled by Jesuits,

The ensign of the East India Trading Company from 1707-1801.

The 13 red and white stripes signify times of both war with bloodshed, and
peace.

Besides the 13 red and white stripes and 13 stars, Jupiter the eagle is
holding 13 arrows (war) and a branch with 13 leaves. The number 13 signifies
rebellion!

Genesis 14:4 – Twelve years they served Chedorlaomer, and in the thirteenth
year they rebelled.

I find it very significant that the very first time in the Bible the number
13 is mentioned, it is associated with rebellion!

The original motto of the Great Seal was: “Rebellion to tyrants is obedience
to God.” But is that really what the Bible teaches? It teaches us to obey the
authority of the powers that be.

Jer 27:12 ¶I spake also to Zedekiah king of Judah according to all these



words, saying, Bring your necks under the yoke of the king of Babylon, and
serve him and his people, and live.

America was born out of the rebellion of 13 English colonies to perceived
tyranny from England, and it was all engineered by a Jesuit General, Lorenzo
Ricci, who was the “unknown superior” of Freemasons George Washington, John
Adams, Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin. Wikipedia says that Ricci
lived from August 1, 1703 to November 24, 1775, but the author of “Rulers of
Evil” F. Tupper Saussy suggests that his death may have been faked so he
could come to America secretly and work directly with the founders of America
in their rebellion against England.

I’m sure there are even more hidden meanings on the Great American Seal. Any
contributions are welcome.

Much thanks to F. Tupper Saussy and his book Rulers of Evil for inspiring
this post! I used some of the text from it.


